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(1) Interiora Joe's Living room, night. 
Rick and Joe, two black men, are seated at a large table. 
There is a game board on the table. Empty liquor bottles 
are lying on the table and on the floor. Joe drops tw6 dice 
into a cup and is about to roll them out onto the table, when 
there is a knock on the door. Joe gets up to answer the 
door. Benny comes in. 
Joe (laughing)& Hey, man, how you like the crib? It's not 
the ghetto, but it's pretty closet 
Benny (grinning)• Not bad1 Looks like you started partying 
without me. Where is everybody? 
Rick (grinning)a John and Norm are in there with these two 
chicks-they were hanging around John's dorm room. Come 
on, Joel Let's start! 
Joe (anxiously)a You're not too late to get in on the action, 
Benny. 
Benny (nervously)a I've never played this before. 
Rick (jokingly, to Joe)a roy roommate here is from South 
Chicago--he's not use to playing drinking games. Benny, 
my man, an important part of your education has been 
neglected here at 'Cowpasture U.'l 
Joe (laughing)& It's fun--you'll catch on~ fast. Roll 
the dicel 
Benny (confused)• What's the object? 
Rick (impatiently)& Just shut up and throw! 
Benny rolls the dice onto the table. Then he moves a green 
peg four spaces and lands on a spot marked "pass out". 
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Benny (grinning, nervously)& Now, what? 
Rick picks up a wine bottle and pours a brownish liquid into 
three small shot glasses. 
Benny (surprised)• Hell, what is this? 
Joe (laughing)• Everytime you land on "pass out", you get 
three shots of WAR. That's wine and 100 proof alcohol! 
Benny (anxiously)a But there are~ "pass outs" on this 
board than anything else. 
Rick (grinning)• Yeah, that's the fun part. You xin if 
you're still standing when everyone else has passed out. 
Joe (jokingly)& But if you're lucky, you'll pass out early! 
Benny (hesitatingly)• I'm suppose to be in training and--
Joe (interrupting)& We're all in training. But we're gradu-
ating. Hell, you need a breakS 
One of the bedroom doors opens and a young blond woman runs 
out of the room pursued by Norm. The woman is screaming and 
laughing, then runs back through the door with the man still 
chasing her. 
Rick (laughing)& Hurry up with that one, Norm! Need any 
help, just give a yell& (pause)a Drink up, Benny& 
Benny quickly gulps down the three drinks. 
Benny (loudly)a ~. that was awful& 
(2) Interiora Benny's Bedroom, night. 
Benny is asleep on a double bed,when the phone rings. 
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Benny (drowsily)a Hello, •••• Hellol 
There is the sound of light breathing on the other end. 
Benny sits up in the bed. 
Benny (angrily)a God damn it--this isn't funny. If I ever 
find out who this is, I'll--
He hears the dial tone on the other end, so he hangs up the 
phone. It rings again, and Benny picks it up again. 
Benny (loudly)a Listen, you bastardl If you don't stop 
calling me, I'll call the police and--
Liz (interrupting)& Benny, this is Lizl 
Liz, a young brunette, is seen standing near a couch in a 
living room setting. Then the viewing screen is split with 
Benny on the right and Liz on the left, so tnat Benny's back 
is toward her. 
Benny (surprised)• Liz? 
Liz (laughing)a Don't sound so surprised--you knew I'd be 
back. I wasn't committed or anything. 
Benny (hesitatingly)& I'm glad you're out--I mean, I really 
missed you. 
Liz (sarcastically)• Yeah, I'm still waiting for your letter! 
Benny(anxiously)a I couldn't write--didn't know what to say. 
Hey, when did you get back? 
Liz (quickly)• Yesterday. Is something wrong? 
Benny (drowsily)• I've been getting phone calls--some 
obscene. (pause)a Look, Liz, I'm tired and I've got 
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to drive home this afternoon, so--
Liz (reluctantly)• I'd like to come over and talk. 
Benny (firmly)a I'm going home today--Sunday's my mother's 
birthday. 
She picks up a coat from the sofa and starts to put it on. 
Liz (persisting)• I'll only stay for a little while--it 
might be like it--
Benny (impatiently)• No, Lizl I'm--thera's just nothing I 
want to say. Besides, I'm getting up early to go to 
graduation. 
Liz (desperately)• Or you could come over here. I've got a 
new roommate, but she's gone for the weekend. 
Benny (loudly)a You're not listening to me--I've had too much 
to drink and I'm tired. 
Liz (persisting)• So, when can I see you? 
Benny (dully)a I don't know--in the Fall, maybe. Or I might 
be back during the summer-I'll give you a ring when I 
get back. 
Liz sinks down to the sofa with the coat still on. 
Liz (whining) a 
Benny (yawning)a 
Liz (angrily) a 
Benny (loudly) a 
You're mad at mel 
No, I'm not mad--I'm tired. 
Tired of mel 
That's n21 what I said--
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Liz (interrupting, loudly)a But that's what you meant1 
Benny (quickly)a No, it's not! I tell you what. Why don't 
you meet me at the ceremonies? 
Liz (firmly)a No! I wanted to talk to you privately. How 
about lunch in the Union? It won't take very long. 
Benny (drowsily)& I want to leave at least by two--I'm too 
tired to argue anymore. I'll meet you in the Union at 
eleven. But there's nothing--
Liz (interrupting)• You~ you'll be there? 
Benny (firmly)a I said I would--lookl I'm falling asleep 
talking to you--Good-night& 
Benny hangs up. Liz hears the phone click, slams the re-
ceiver down, and then stares at it before picking it up again. 
Then she replaces it slowly. 
End of Split-Screen. 
Benny takes the receiver off the hook, dials eight, wires the 
dial permanently in that position, and puts the receiver on 
the table. 
(J) Interiors Liz's Kitchen, night. 
Liz is talking to Steve on the phone. 
Liz (hesitatingly)• I called him, Steve, but he couldn't 
come over tonight. 
Steve (quickly), What do you mean 'couldn't'? 
Liz (dully)a He said he was too drunk or too--
Steve (interrupting, loudly)a Then you should have gone over 
there I 
--------------------------~--~ - --- -----------
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Liz (angrily)a Lookl I know what I'm doing. I didn't want 
to sound too anxious--he hates that--
Steve (calming)a So when are you calling him back? 
Liz (hesitatingly)• I'm not going to. 
Liz opens a can of beer. 
Steve (loudly)a You've K21 to, Liz! You know how important 
this is to me--to both of'us. You said you'd help me if 
I'd help you get out of that place. (pause)a You 
should have pressured him into meeting you for lunch--
Liz (quickly)a I said I don't want to seem anxious. 
(pause)a Besides, he said he'd call tomorrow afternoon. 
Steve (hesitatingly)& I guess that's better than nothing. 
(pause)a Hey, did you just open a beer? 
Liz (loudly)a No, it's popl (pause)a I'm cured--I'm off 
that hard stuff for the rest of my life. 
Steve (sighing) a You'd better be--we can't afford to rv.1ve 
anything go wrong. 
Liz {slowly)a Are you coming back here tonight? 
Steve (quickly)a I don't think so. (pause)a Hey, I got to 
go. 
He hangs up and Liz throws the half empty can into a container 
which is full of beer cans. 
(4) Interiora Trailer Kitchen, early morning. 
Rick is drinking liquor and Benny is drinking water. 
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Benny (grinning)• God1 You never get enough! 
Rick (seriously)• I'm just having a little more to clear my 
head. You should try it--it really helps. Who won last 
night? 
Benny (dully)a We were all losers. You probably don't 
remember it, but you went into Joe's kitchen closet and 
threw upl Then Joe just fell out cold on the floorl 
Rick (laughing)a That don't make you the winner--we had 
been drinking before you sot there. Joe's not much 
of a drinker anyway. 
Benny (laughing) a Neither am I. I can't remember how I got 
back here. (pause)a All I want to do now is graduate 
and get the hell out of here--this last year took every-
thing out of me. 
Rick (seriously)a Your folks coming for the graduation 
ceremonies? 
Benny (hesitatingly)a No, but I'm going anyway. (pause)a 
Hey, did I tell you I've agreed to sign a contract? 
Rick (dully)a No. Who's the lucky team? 
Benny (quickly)a Fred Jones, the manager of the Toronto 
Hawks, called last night. They've sent a contract to--
Rick (interrupting)• How much they offering you? 
Benny (angrily)a All you ever think about is moneyl 
Rick (loudly)a You're damn right, 'cause that's all that's 
important. (pause)• Fifty grand a year with Dallas--
and you turned it down. And for what? So you could get 
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Benny langrily)a Shut upS You've had too much to drink. 
Just shut up before you say something-
Rick (bitterly)a My problem is that I never say anything. 
I drown it in liquor. (pause)a But~. Mr. All-Ameri-
can, denounced the title, and you were still blr. All-Ameri-
can to the pro teams. You got offers, and you were 
drafted in the first round--We didn't even get a thank 
you noteS 
Benny (firmly)a Shut upS Just shut up--it's the liquor--
Rick (defiantly)• It's not the liquor talking--it's me. And 
for the first time since I've known you, I'm able to say 
that I hate-
His sentence is interrupted by a loud knock on the back door. 
The knocking becomes louder and more desperate, and Benny 
leaves the room. 
(5) Interiora Trailer Hallway, early morning. 
Benny grabs the doorknob and stands close to' the back door. 
Benny (shouting)a Who is it? 
(6) Exterior• Behind the Trailer, early morning. 
Joe is standing knee-deep in tall grasses. 
Joe (hesitatingly)• It's me, man, Joe. Let me in--quickl 
(7) Interiora Trailer Hallway, morning. 
Benny and Joe are standing in the hallway. Joe is frightened. 
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Benny (loudly)a Why the hell didn't you come around to the 
front door? 
Joe (whispering)• I didn't drive, not all the way--thought 




They were asking questions--about youl 
Who were they? 
They didn't say--said they were football 
scouts or something. But I know they were Fedsl 
Benny (loudly)a Feds? 
Joe (nervously)a I've seen them before at Fort Leavenworth--
I'm telling you, they were Fedsl 
Benny (surprised)• Leavenworth? What were you doing there? 
Joe (quickly)a I did three years there for armed robbery--
it took three years to prove I was framed. Anyway, there 
were plenty of Feds hanging around all the time. 
Benny (nervously)• What did they want to know? 
Joe (hurriedly)a They asked me about the last time I saw you, 
where you lived, your telephone number--
Benny (anxiously)• What did you tell them? 
Joe (reluctantly)• I pretended I didn't know anything--I 
didn't say anything. I told them you weren't too friend-
ly, and that I barely knew you except for on the foot-
ball field. 
Benny raises the hall curtain and glances out. 
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Benny (angrily)a Damnl Did they say what they wanted? 
Joe (nervously)a No, they didn't say anything--just asked 
questions. 
Benny (grinning nervously)• You'd think they would've shown 
up here last year, when we first started the Black 
Student Organization, or when we threatened to drop out 
of the University if our demands for a black coach 
weren't met-
Joe (interrupting)& They~ herel There's no proof--they 
never came out and asked any questions--but they were 
probably here as students. 
Benny (firmly)a Nol This is too wild to believe! It can't 
be truel 
Joe (seriously)a Maybe it isn't true, but, to be safe, I think 
you should skip graduation--head for Chicago right nowl 
Benny (laughing nervously)• You really are scaredl (pause)a 
Supposing these dudes are Feds--just supposing--what 
can they do to me here that they can't do to me on the 
road? 
Joe starts to pace back and forth in the hallway. 
Joe (seriously)• I don't know, I just don't know. But you 
can't just sit here waiting--they're going to come here 
sooner or laterl You've--
Joe is interrupted by the ringing of the phone. Benny leaves 
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the room and heads in the direction of his bedroom. 
(8) Interior• Benny's Bedroom, morning. 
Benny is talking on the phone to his mother, Mrs. Carter. 
Mrs. Carter (talking fast)a I don't want to talk too long--
I have something to tell you. But first I want to know 
when you'll be leaYing. 
Benny (reluctantly) a I don't kmw, Jllama. I was going to the 
graduation ceremonies, but--I'm not sure anymore. 
Loud voices are heard coming from the kitchen. 
Mrs. Carter. (concerned)• Is something wrong? 
Benny (hurriedly)• No, nothing's wrong. (pause)a Whether I 
go to graduation or not, I still have to meet Liz in the 
Union at eleven. So I should be leaving here at least by 
two. 
Mrs. Carter (surprised)• Liz? (pause)a I thought she was in 
an institution or--
Benny (quickly)a We all thought she was committed--she just 
got out. 
Mrs. Carter (seriously)a But I thought you weren't seeing her 
anymore--you broke up or something. 
Benny (dully)a We did break up. Liz just wants to talk--
maybe that's the least I can do for her. 
Mrs. Carter (angrily)• You don't owe her nothing! 
Benny (holding back his anger)a I know I don't, but we're not 
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enemies either. You never liked Liz ! (pause)a Look, 
Mama, we can talk about this when I get home. Now, what 
did you want to tell me? 
Mrs. Carter (hesitatingly)a Some people have been calling 
here for you-
Benny (interrupting)• Who were they? What did they want? 
Mrs. Carter (seriously)a I don't know for sure--wanted to 
know when you were coming home, what you plan to do 
after graduation. 
Benny (anxiously)a Did you tell them anything? 
Mrs. Carter ( slowly )a What could I tell them? 
Benny (desperately)a Did any of them leave their names? 
Mrs. Carter (quickly)a One did. There was a Mr. Jacobs or 
Jones or something. Said he was a football team man-
ager. 
Benny (sighing)a Hopefully, they were all team managers or 
scouts. (pause): You sure you didn't tell them nothing? 
Mrs. Carter (slowly)a I might have given them your phone num-
ber-
Benny (loudly)a My phone number? 
Mrs. Carter (reluctantly)a Since it's not listed in your 
name, and they said it was urgent. (pause)a Is some-
thing wrong? 
Benny (calming)a No, you did all right-I'll tell you about 
it when I get home tonight. 
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Mrs. Carter (anxiously)a Be careful, Benny! 
Benny (reluctantly)a I always drive carefullyl 
Mrs. Carter (hesitatingly)a That's not what I meant! 
Benny (quickly)& Okay, Mama. Don't worryl Everything's 
fine. 
( 9) Interior a Liz's Living room, morning. 
Liz is asleep on the couch, and Steve comes in the front door, 
walks to the couch, and stands over her for a few seconds. 
He takes off his coat and covers her with it. Then he walks 
into the kitchen. 
(10) Interior• Trailer Kitchen, midmorning. 
Benny is leaning against the kitchen sink, Rick is still 
seated at the table, and Joe is pacing back and forth. 
Rick (loudly, to Benny)• Look at the facts, manl Some dude's 
been questioning your friends and your family about you--
Dudes who don't leave namesl 
Joe (desperately)• And they look and act like Fedsl (pause)a 
What do you need? Someone to walk in here and collar 
you? 
Benny (angrily)a So, what if they're Feds? I ain't broke no 
laws--ain't done nothing wrong. Hell, I'm on their side! 
Joe (louder)a If they're looking for you, you ain't on their 
sidel (pause)• Man, I~ there and I~ what I'm 
talking aboutl 
Benny (firmly)• I still ain't sure there's anything to worry 
about I 
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Rick (calmly)a Man, you been away from the 'hood too long, 
but, okay. (pause)a If none of us know what these 
dudes are up to, (to Joe)a whoever they are, (to Benny)a 
Joe's right. We'd better check it out! 
Benny (quickly)a How? 
Joe (seriously): I don't know yet. (pause)a I'll just ask 
around--I should be back before two--
Benny (interrupting)a I wanted to be out of this place at 
least by two--and what about the graduation ceremonies! 
Joe (angrily)a You just stay here--And forget about going to 
graduationS 
Joe exits down the hallway and the sound of the door opening 
and shutting is heard. 
(11) Interiora Liz's Kitchen, midmorning. 
Steve is standing in the kitchen. He turns and sees Liz 
standing in the doorway. 
Liz (drowsily)a What are you doing, Steve? 
Steve (hesitating)a Just looking around. Who drank all the 
beer? 
Liz (hurriedly) a My r.oommate-she had some friends over 
before she went home for the weekend. There might 
be some left in the refrigerator, if you want one. 
Steve (slowly)a Oh God, Lizl You're beginning to believe 




Liz (puzzled)a What are you talking about? I haven't had 
anything to drink. 
Steve (loudly)a Lookl You don't have a roommate--you made up 
that story for Benny, remember? Not even he would be-
lieve you could afford a place like this by yourself! 
Steve crosses over to the refrigerator and takes out a beer. 
Liz (smiling, shakily)a I'm pretty convincing, huh? I poured 
the beer down the drain. (pause)a I had to make the 
place look like I had a roommate--just in case Benny de-
cided to come over. Honest. 
Steve (calming)• Yeah. (pause)a Heard from Benny yet? 
Liz (dully)a No, he hasn't called. 
Steve (seriously)a You sure? 
Liz (emphatically)& I said he didn't call--
Steve (anxiously)a When you think you'll see him? 
Liz (angrily)a I don't knowl Why the hell you asking all 
these questions? 
Steve (slowly)a Oh, I don't know. Sometimes I think you 
might be lying to me about how you feel--about Benny. 
Liz (loudly)a I left him, remember? I'm not lying. 
Steve (hesitatingly)• I'm sorryl 
Liz (firmly)a That's a liel (pause)• You've known me all 
my life--you know I'd never lie to youl 
Steve (loudly)a I said I was sorry. Well, God, what am I 
suppose to think when I come in here and see all those 
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empty beer cans. And if you lie so well about the beer 
and all, then you could be lying about everything elsel 
Liz (angrily): You're a real bastard. Guess I'm attracted 
to bastards like you and Benny! 
Steve (angrily): Why do you always have to talk about him? 
Hey, where you going? 
Liz (loudly)• I'm getting the hell out of here! 
She turns shakily and walks out of the room. Steve follows 
her. 
(12) Interiors Trailer Kitchen, midmorning. 
Benny and Rick are seated at the table again. 
Benny (seriously): Man, I~ hope Joe is wrong! (pause): 
I told Liz I'd meet her in the Union at eleven. 
Rick (surprised)& Liz? When did she get out? 
Benny (dully): I don't know--she called last night. 
Rick (hesitatingly): I thought I heard the phone ring, but I 
figured it was just another crank. I guess it was! (pause)a 
Did she sound all right? You know, was she okay? 
Benny (sighing): What's okay for Liz? (pause): You know, I 
think I really--needed her at the beginning. 
Rick (quickly): Of course, you did! The university recruited 
black athletes, but no black women--so it was all right 
to have a white chick around then. (pause): You didn't 
have to fall in love with onel 
------------------- --- -------
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Benny (dully)a I know that now. (pause)• She sounded funny 
last night. I guess she sounded different. Anyway, 
after she called, I kept having these crazy dreams about 
her. 
Rick (seriously): I don't believe in superstition or whammies 
or anything, but I'd forget that broad, if I were you. 
(pause)a Those dreams--that's real scary. 
Benny (laughing): Man, you really come out of that bottle 
with some good onesl Dreams don't scare me, and they 
can't hurt rne either. Besides, they weren't nightmares. 
Rick (scary)a Dreams are dreams. I've heard of them making 
people hurt themselves--
Benny (smiling)a That's what I mean about the bottle--it's got 
you mixed up in your superstitions& 
make you hurt yourself& 
It's ~hosts that 
(13) Interiora Liz's Livingroom, midmorning. 
Liz and Steve are lying on the living.r0om floor. Steve's 
bare shoulders are visible above the blanket. Liz, dressed in 
a slip, gets up and· moves around the toom~ ·picking up her 
clothing. She walks to the bathroom. Steve stirs a little in 
his sleep. 
(14) Interior& Benny's Bedroom, late morning. 
Benny picks up the last box of books and heads down the hall. 
Benny (shouting, to Rick)• I'm done in here. I hope we're 
through cleaning by two, or before the landlord gets here. 
(pause)a If you're not done, I'll help you finish--
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(15) Interior: Trailer Living room, late morning. 
Benny walks in with his box of books and sees Rick asleep on 
the couch. 
Benny (angrily)a Hell, I'm not doing all the work around 
here! 
He glances at the clock which says 10&45. 
(16) Interiora Liz's Livingroom, late morning. 
Liz comes out of the bathroom fully dressed and glances at her 
watch which says 10a4S. Before going out the front door, she 
stares at Steve who is still curled up on the floor. 
(17) Exteriora Outside the Trailer, late morning. 
Benny cautiously exits from the trailer and gets into his 
car. 
(18) Interiora Norm's Livingroom, late morning. 
Norm is hanging up the telephone and Joe is waiting anxiously. 
Norm (quickly)a That was Red--that red.headed brother that 
sells dope. He says he knows one of them dudes! 
Joe (hesitatingly)• So, who is he? 
Norm (anxiously)a No, man, he doesn't know him by name! 
Red says the dude's an agent. 
Joe (seriously)a I just knew they were Fedsl 
Norm (loudly)a Not Feds--state agents! 
Joe (surprised)• What would they want with Benny? 
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(19) Interior& Student Union Cafeteria, late morning. 
Benny enters the cafeteria and walks over to Liz's table. 
Liz (excitedly)• Bennyt (pause)& Gee, you reallY put on 
some weight. No, don • t pull in your stoma.chl 
Benny (hesitatingly)• You look--real good, Lizl 
Liz (smiling)a You mean different! I'm different. 
Benny (calmly)a That's why you called last night. You 
wanted me to see that you look different--your hair is 
pretty and you have new clothes! 
Liz (hesitatingly)• Yeah. (pause)a I also wanted to ask you 
to help me. 
Benny (anxiously)• Help you? What can I do? 
Liz (slowly)a I want to go with you when you leave. 
Benny (firmly)a Not 
Liz (desperately)• You've got to help mel (pause)a It 
sounds like I'm running away, but I can't help it. It's 
worse than I thought! 
Benny (frowning)• What can I say? 
Liz (anxiously)& Say I can go with you. Or I can join you in 
Chicago in a few days. Just say I can--
Benny (louder)• But you can'tl 
Liz (pleadingly)• Okay, I'll come out in a few weeks. 
Benny (dully)a I won't be there. 
Liz (hesitatingly)• Where will you be? 
Benny (anxiously)• I'll be in Canada! 
------------- - -~--- --- -- -----------
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Liz (excitedly)a That's even better; I can meet you in 
Canada and I won't even have to face your parents~ 
Benny (louder)a It's no goodl 
Liz (hysterically)a But it can be if we both try to--
Benny (interrupting)a I don't want it to be any good--I mean, 
it's all over. 
Liz (pouting)a Then, why the hell did you come here? 
Benny (hesitatingly): I don't know--you sounded so desperate 
on the phone and--
Liz (angrily)a Pityl You carne here because you felt sorry 
for me? 
Benny (slowly)a No, not exactly. (pause)a They say it's 
easier to hate or love a person if he or she's not with 
you for a long time. 
Liz (impatiently)a So? 
Benny (shrugging)a I wanted to find out how I felt about 
youl (quickly)a Are you hungry? 
Liz (seriously)a No-I mean, stop trying to confuse me. 
(pause)a Hey, do you know those two girls over there? 
Benny (calmly)• Where? 
Liz (seriously)a The blond in the red blouse with the brunette 
near the door. 
Benny (dully)a I don't think so, why? 
Liz (anxiously)a The blond waved a few seconds ago. Are you 
sure you don't know them? 
Benny (indignantly)a What if I do? 
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Liz (angrily)a I knew itl That's why you wanted to meet 
at the Union-so you could finish with me real quick and 
then leave with that bitchl 
Benny (angrily)a Look, Liz! I said I don't think I know her. 
So will you just let it go? (pause): There's no reason 
for you to be jealous--
Liz (laughing hysterically)& Jealous? You've been hit on 
the head too many times. We're not even going together, 
remember? (pause)a And if we did decide to try it 
again:.-
Benny (firmly)a No, Lizl We just went through this-
Liz (seriously)a Just supposing we decided to ~et back to-
gether, it would be different, because ~ different! 
(pause)a You said I looked different! 
Benny (loudly)a I know what I said, and you really do look--
different. I ain't so sure you've changed. 
Liz (angrily)• You think I'm crazy. That was your reason 
for breaking up. (pause)a I've been away and I've coffie 
back with a clean bill of health--signed and sealed! 
Benny (confused)a I don't know what you want me to say. 
Liz (loudly)• Don't look now, but I think your girlfriend and 
her friend are about to join us. That'll be real cozy! 
The two girls near the door stand up and stare toward Liz and 
Benny. 
Benny (angrily, through his teeth)a She's not my girlfriend& 
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(pause)a Wait a minuter The blonde was my lab partner 
in freshman biology, 
As the girls approach the table, Liz gets up quickly. She 
walks to the lunch counter, picks up a tray, and slams it onto 
the railing. Benny talks to the two girls then follows Liz. 
Benny (grinning nervously)a I thought you said you weren't 
hungry& (pause)a· That girl was in my freshman English 
class. 
Liz (loudly, facing him): I thought you said biology. 
Benny (loudly): That's what I meant, biology. Hell, why do 
I have to explain anything to you. You should be apolo-
gizing to me-
Liz (angrily): If you think I'm so stupid that I couldn't 
see through that act, then you're the one who's crazyl 
Benny (angrily)a Let's forget itt It's none of your business 
if I knew them or not! 
Liz places some food on her tray and then heads for the cash-
ier. Benny puts the same thing on his tray and rushes after 
her. 
Benny (quickly): I'll pay for both of these! 
Liz (angrily to the cashier)a No, he won'tl I'm paying for 
my ownl 
Benny (dully): 3uit yourselfl 
Liz pays for the food, picks up her tray, and heads for the 
table. Benny pays for his food and starts to follow her. She 
gets her tray to the edge of the table and drops it. 
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Liz (hysterically)• Look what you made me do, you--you 
bastard. 
Benny is stunned. Liz knocks his tray out of his hands and 
starts kicking both trays and their contents around the floor. 
Then she starts swinging at Benny with her fists. Benny grabs 
her by the shoulders and shakes her, but she continues to 
strike out at him. Finally, Benny strikes her with the palm 
of his hand and she falls back onto the table. He then grabs 
her by the arm and helps her out of the room. 
(20) Exteriora In front of the Student Union building, noon. 
Liz and Benny are sitting in front of a fountain. 
Liz (angrily)a Let go of mel You really enjoyed yourself in 
there--that's how you get your kicks. (pause)a Go ahead 
and hit me again, like I'm a damn punching bagl 
!enny (holding back his anger)a I've never hit you before-
Liz (loudly)a That's a liel You broke my arm three years agol 
Benny (calmly)a I didn't know you three years ago. 
Liz (hysterically)& I knew you'd deny it. You're all alike. 
(pause)a And your stupid friends--every one of them, 
thinking I was easy. They raped me--
Benny (anxiously)a Let's not talk--
Liz (continuing)& They came over to my trailer and they forced 
me to-
Benny (interrupting)& You weren't living there anymore. 
Don't you remember? You were gone for over six weeks, 
moved out all your things! 
Liz (hysterically)• Why don't you just leave me alone? 
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Benny (loudly)s I don't want to leave you iike this--you 
might-
Liz (angrily)a You think I'm crazy! You don't want me 
because you think I'm crazy. That's it, isn't it? 
Everybody does, so why shouldn't you? 
Benny (firmly)a You're not crazy-I don't think you are. You 
just mix things up in your mind sometimes, that's all1 
Liz (calming)a Yeahl That's what those shrinks kept saying. 
'You're not crazy, Liz. You're just here for a short 
rest. You'll be just fine in a few days'. 
Benny (sighing)• Liz, don't--
Liz (louder)a Days became weeks and then months. I'd still 
be rotting away in that place right now, this ~ 
minute, if it hadn't been for--
Benny (after a long pause)a If it hadn't been for who? 
Liz (calming)a No one--I mean nothing. I showed them I 
had changed-they knew it and let me out. 
A man and woman come out of the building, walk past Liz and 
Benny, and stand in front of the fountain. 
Liz (laughing hysterically)• You really think I wanted to 
go with you? I wouldn't leave here with you for nothing. 
Just last night a very nice white man asked me to marry 
him! 
Benny (slowly)a You don't have to--
--------------- ------- --- --------
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Liz (angrily); So, you can go on back to Chicago and live 
with your mammy-maybe she can make you happy I 
Benny grabs at her and she moves away. 
Liz (loudly)a Yeah, that's the only way you know how to 
handle a situation--'Hit 'em hard and low'--that's 
what they always told youl 
Benny (seriously)a You really hate mel You think everything 
was ~ fault. 
Liz (angrily)& Hell, yesl You think you can use me like I'm 
toilet paper--then flushl 
Benny (firmly)a That's not true--we were going to be married-
once. We even lived together. 
Liz (calming)• Yeah, that would have been another mistake--
I left just in timet 
Benny (seriously)• But you came back--
Liz (quickly)a You're trying to confuse me. 
Benny (continuing)a And you were drunk--falling-down drunk. 
I wasn't at the trailer so I don't know what happened--
exactly. When I got there you were lying in the mid-
dle of the floor--
Liz (hysterically), Stop itl Shut upl 
Benny (louder)a And you was naked and unconscious! Three 
or four dudes were standing around--I don't know who--
Liz (firmly)• They were~ friends. And they raped me1 
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Benny (continuing)a They said you came in ~nd started strip-
ping. They'd been playing cards-they were drunk, too, 
you knowl 
Liz (loudly)a That's not true. They tore my clothes off rnel 
Benny (angrily)a They said they chased you around the room 
and you felll 
Liz (louder)a They raped me--I know they didl 
Benny (calming)a I'm sorry for you, Liz. 
Liz (slowly)a Don't bel I don't need your pity or ~nything 
elsel 
Benny (calmly)a There was a doctor's report. (pause)a 
You hadn't been raped-your mother said that's all 
you screamed when you came around. 
Liz (angrily)a My mother? You'd believe anybodY before 
you'd believe a word I say, wouldn't you? 
Benny (seriously)a I want to know why you decided to come 
back. 
Liz (loudly)a Just drop it. It's not important now. 
Benny (sighing) It~ my faultl I didn't think you'd be 
back, so Rick moved in. Guess I should have told you. 
Liz (calming)a It's too late now. 
Benny (dully)a Yeah, it is. 
Liz (seriously)a I'm leaving-I've got something else to do. 
She turns and starts to walk away. 
Benny (shouting)a Lizl 
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She runs quickly into the Student Union building. 
(21) Interiora Trailer Livingroom, afternoon. 
Benny is lying on the couch, Rick is sweeping the floor, and 
Joe is pacing back and forth. 
Joe (nervously)a The Feds don't have no monopoly on scare 
tactics--those men were state agents! 
Benny (surprised)• State agents? How do you know? 
Joe (quickly)a I talked to some of the brothers--Norm and 
Harry--and they asked around. (pause)a They're state 
agents all right, and one of them went to school here 
a couple years ago--
Benny (interrupting)• Who is he? 
Joe (hesitatingly)a They couldn't find that out, but Norm'll 
call me back if he finds out. 
Benny (anxiously)a Are you really that scared? 
Joe (nervously)• Hell, yeahl and you should be, too. You 
can't imagine the power those dudes have. They're as 
bad as the Feds, and they get a kick out of messing 
with you--for no reason! 
Benny (loudly)a Then why aren't we getting the hell out of 
here? 
Rick (calmly)a Take it easyl 
Joe (hesitatingly)• I think you should act natural, as if 
you don't know they're looking for you. Finish packing 
and whatever else you have to do. Then come over to my--
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Benny (interrupting, loudly)a They can get me just as easy 
over at your housel 
Joe (quickly)a But over there they won't just come in and 
get you in front of a lot of witnesses! 
Benny (skeptically)a Maybe--it just depends on how badly 
they want me-
Joe (continuing)• Then when it's dark, I'll put on your 
clothes and drive your car toward Chicago. You'll 
put on mine and drive in the opposite direction after 
I leave. They'll never know the difference--
Benny (dully)a Unless they stop youl 
Joe (hurriedly)a Yeah. Anyway, when I get close to the 
border, I'll turn back. You can take a round-about 
way to Chicago! 
Benny (loudly)a That's the most ridiculous idea--
Joe (angrily)a Can you think of anything better? 
Benny (anxiously)• .No, but I'm trying!· (pause)a 1! I go 
along with that plan, I'm heading for Canada--I ain't 
taking no chances in c:ook county. (pause) a Rick, are 
you done in here? 
Rick (calmly)a Yeah. We can't leave yet, because the land-
lord's coming over. If you want your deposit back, 
you've got to be here. 
(22) Interiora Liz's Li~room, afternoon. 
Liz enters the room and slams the front door. Steve jumps 
up from the floor and reaches for a small revolver on the 
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table. He points it at Liz. 
Steve (angrily)a God, Lizl 
Liz (surprised)• What are you doing? 
Steve (gasping)a You scared the n&ll out of mel 
Liz (loudly, turning away)a Just put that thing away1 
He places the gun on the table and sits on the couch. 
(23) Interiora Rick's Bedroom, late afternoon. 
Benny is standing and talking to Mr. Lynn, the landlord. 
Lynn (seriously)• I'm sorry, Benny. I'm unable to give back 
your deposit! 
Benny (surprised) a Why not, Mr. Lynn? There's nothing wrong 
with this place--
Lynn (calmly)a Taxesl Taxes went up and I should've raised 
the rent, but I lU&you boys. So I waited until you 
moved out before I raised the rentl (pause)a Then 
there's general depreciation--
Benny (angrily)a Depreciation, Helll Our deposit was only 
suppose to cover damages! You can't do thatl 
Lynn (anxiously)• Oh, yes, I canl 
Benny (loudly)a You old bald-headed slum lord--you charged 
us an arm and a .. leg for this dump I Rick needs that 
• 
money to get home. 
Lynn (loudly)• See here, boyl Don't use that tone of--
Benny (louder)• If you don't give me that money--
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Lynn (boldly)a What are you going to do? 
Benny grabs Mr. Lynn and slams him against the wall. Hick 
and Joe come in and pull them apart. 
Lynn (frightened): He needs to be locked up-he just went 
crazy for no reason! (pause): Here • s your deposit. 
And get out of here before I call the police! 
Lynn throws the money on the floor and runs out. 
(24) Interiora Liz's Livingro~ late afternoon. 
Liz and Steve are arguing. 
Steve (angrily): You met Benny at the Union! 
Liz {grinning nervously)a What did you do, follow me? Or 
did you have someone else do it? 
Steve (angrier)& You little bitch! You've been lying to me 
all the time! 
Liz (angrily)a And you don't trust me, else you wouldn't 
have sent someone to follow me. 
Steve (louder)a You? He was tailing Benny, not youl 
Liz (surprised)a Benny? Why would you want to tail Benny? 
Steve (shouting)a Come off itl That little crazy act isn't 
going to work this time. You know what we want with 
Benny! 
Liz (seriously)a What are you talking about? 
Steve (concerned): Either you're putting me on again, or 
else-
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Liz (hysterically)• Tell me what you're talking about! 
Steve (seriously)• I think you've r~~lly lost it this time. 
I don't care how good an actress you say you are--
you don't know what's going on half the timel 
Liz (shouting)a I hate youl Get out of here1 
Steve (loudly)a Oh, no! You're not getting off that easy. 
We made a deal and you're going to stick to itl 
Liz (seriously)• What deal? I said I knew Benny Carter and 
that I would introduce him to you. And I ~. 
Steve (angrily)• You know there was more to it--you was going 
to help--
Liz (loudly)a Shut upl I don't want to hear any more of your 
lies. (pause)a Let go of mel 
Steve (loudly)a You said you hated him and you would help 
us get him if we would--
Liz (hysterically)• If you don't stop it, I'll screaml 
Steve (louder)a You said 'Do whatever you want to do to that 
nigger, and I'll help you. He's the one who put me 
in here. I'll help you, if you get me out of herel' 
Liz (screaming)& Leave me alonel I never said that. I never 
said any of those things. They're just lies. 
Steve (firmly)a Every bit of it is true and you know it. 
(pause)a You would have rotted in that place if I 
hadn't got you out--they'd have locked you up and 
thrown away the key! 
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Liz (loudly); I hate you, you bastard! I hate youl 
Steve (calming)a Just calm down--I don't want to hurt you. 
(pause)a I want you to stop lying to me. I'll keep my 
promise to you, if you'll keep yours--
Liz (angrier)a I'll never do anything for youl 
Steve (grinning)a You will, or else you'll go back to--
Liz kicks him and when he lets go of her, she runs out the 
door. She is brought back into the apartment by Pete, a 
short, stocky white man about the same age as Steve. 
Liz (loudly)a Let go of me, you f~t little freak! 
Pete (shakily)a Want me to hold on to her, Steve? 
Steve (dully)a It depends on her. 
Pete (angrily)a I'd like to punch her--
Steve (interrupting)• Cut that outl (pause)a We've got 
to come up with something else--Liz won't help usl 
(pause)a We've got to do this, with or without you, Liz! 
Let her go, Pete! 
Pete (confused): But she'll just run away1 
Steve (firmly)a Let her gol 
Pete lets go of her arm and Liz runs out the door. 
Pete (angrily)a I don't know what you're doing, but if any-
thing goes wrong--
Steve (seriously)a Forget her and close the doorl There 
aren't too many places she can go to. And I know them all. 
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Pete (quickly)a Think she'll go to Benny? 
Steve (dully)a No, she's scared to death, but I don't think 
she'll go there. (pause)a She might try to warn him, 
but I don't think he'd believe her--she's pretty far 
gone. Maybe I should have left her in that place. 
Pete (hesitatingly)a I think we should just quit all this--
Let's go homeJ 
Steve (firmly)a It's gone too far. We got her out of that 
place. And we've got to justify it to the Bureau. 
Pete (anxiously)a But I think there really is something 
wrong with her--
Steve {agreeing)a I ~there isl You should have known 
her before she started messing with him--she was dif-
ferent. Maybe a little wacky, but nothing compared to 
the way she is now. 
Pete (seriously): What about you and Liz? That's what this 
is all about, isn't it? 
Steve (dully)a I guess I just never got over her~ 
Pete {interrupting)• Then why do you throw her around like 
that? I'm wondering it you're .not as crazy as she is! 
Steve (grinning)• She loved it--I'm telling you, she thrives 
on it. It's the struggle that turns her onl 
Pete (seriously)a You're crazy! She's crazyl I'm getting 
out of this mesal 
Steve (angrily)a You're in this as much as I am. So, if I 
get canned, so do youl 
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Pete (surprised)• Me? This was all your idea. 
Steve (threateningly)• I'll swear that you suggested I help 
you, so I could get off probation. 
(25) Interior• A Bar, early evening. 
Steve and Pete walk into a dark bar room and join Liz at a 
booth. Liz is drunk. 
Liz (surprised)a How'd you find me? 
Steve (nervously)a I knew you'd be here. You ready to go? 
Liz (angrily)a Nol I just got here. I've only had two 
drinks. 
Steve (loudly)• You said you didn't drink any aorel 
Liz (puzzled)a What? 
Steve (impatiently)a Nothing. It's after five--time for us 
to go get Benny! 
Liz (puzzled)• What are you talking about? Benny who? 
Steve (quickly)a Benny Carte~ remember? 
Liz (seriously)a Oh, yeah, Bennyl What do I have to do? 
Steve (hurriedly)• Do exactly what I say--start by standing 
upl 
Liz (loudly)a Oh, nol You're going to hurt himl You've got 
a gunl 
Pete (nervously)a Godl I told you this would happenS 
Steve (angrily, to Pete)a Will you shut up? (calmly, to 
Liz)a Now come on, Lizzie. We're not going to hurt him. 
All we want is your help. 
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Liz (angrily)• Benny wouldn't help me--I did everything ex-
cept get on my knees. (pause)a Know what he said? 
Said I couldn't go with him--couldn't go to Chicago or 
Canada with him. I thought he didn't like me because of 
his mother. 
Steve (seriously)• It's all right. We'll show him, Let me 
help you upl 
Liz (proudly)a I can get up by myself, thank you. I'm the 
star of your little production, and I'm not going to let 
you carry me out of herel (pause)a Did I ever tell you 
I wanted to be an actress? I've finally reached the top. 
She staggers out of the room. 
(26) Interiora Joe's Livingroon~ early evening. 
Rick is sitting at the table with a bottle of alcohol 
Benny is lying on the couch. 
Benny (nervously)& Hey, man, why don't you lighten-up on that 
stuff? (pause)a Where's Joe? 
Rick (calmly)• He's·waiting for a phone call. 
Benny stands up and moves toward the window. 
Benny (anxiously)• It's getting dark out now--maybe we ought 
to start out. 
Rick (loudly)a Relaxl Joe's got to give me a ride to the 
bus station, then he'll come back and you two can get 
started I 
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Benny (sighing)a If I ever get out of this mess, I swear I'll 
neyer-
He is interrupted by the sound of a telephone ringing. Benny 
begins to pace. 
Benny (nervously)a I hope that's the call he's waiting fort 
Rick (seriously)a Come on, manl Joe knows what he's doing! 
Joe sticks his head in the doorway. 
Joe (hesitatingly): Hey, Bennyl It's Liz. Says she wants to 
say good-bye or something. 
Benny (anxiously)a I don't want to talk to her. She'll just 
bug the hell out of me about going with me. 
Rick (grinning)• Now you're being sensiblel 
Benny (hesitatingly)• Wait, Joel 
Joe (angrily)a Make up your mind--and don't stay on there all 
night--
(27) Interior• Joe's Bedroom, evening. 
Benny is talking to Liz on the phone. 
Benny (quickly)a You've got to make this short, Liz. Joe's 
waiting for another call--are you drunk or something? 
Liz (anxiously)• I did have a little bit to drink. (pause)a 
Benny, I want you to come over so I can say good-bye. 
Benny (loudly)a Oh, no you don't. You want to get me over 
there so you can try to convince me to take you with mel 
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No wayl Good-bye, Liz. 
He starts to hang up the receiver. 
Liz (begging)a Wait, Bennyl I'm going to kill myself if you 
don't come over herel 
Benny (loudly) a 
Liz (drowsily) a 
the bottlel 
Speak upl I can't hear youl 
I took ten.pills-I only have five le.ft in 
Benny (seriously)a Pills? Oh, Godl (pause)a Wait a minute! 
This is part of your scheme to get me over there. 
(long pause)a Liz? 
Liz (hysterically)& I'll take one pill for every hal.f hour it 
takes you to get herel 
Benny (loudly)a No, don't do thatl Where are you? 
Liz (laughing hysterically)& I'm not telling you! 
There is a rustle and then a crash on Liz's end of the phone. 
Benny (loudly): Liz? Is something wrong? 
Liz (hysterically)& Oh, God! 
Benn~ (calmly)a Tell me where you arel 
Liz (starting to cry)a I'm at Ron and Mary's--the Randall's. 
You remember them. 
Benny (anxiously)a Did you tell them what you've done! 
Liz (sobbing)a They're not here--you've got to come. Else 
I'll take the rest o.f the pills. 
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Benny (loudly)a Don't do thatl I'll try to get over there--
but-
Liz (desperately)• I'm taking another one right nowl 
She hangs up. Joe enters the room. 
Benny (hurriedly)a I'm going over to see Liz! 
Joe(loudly)a You can't do that, man! You'll blow everything! 
Benny (quickly): I'll be back in time. She's taken pills 
again. And she's threatening to take some rnore. 
Joe (firmly)a It's got to be one of her tricks. 
Benny (hurriedly)• I don't think sol 
Joe (louder, stepping in front of Benny)a What can you do , 
when you get there? And you can't run back here every-
time she threatens to kill herself! 
Benny (loudly)a I don't know--maybe I'll take her with me--I 
don't know. Once she gets away from here, she might be 
all right. 
Joe (seriously) a 
Benny (angrily) a 
Godl She really laid a guilt bag on youl 
Well, helll It's my lif'el (pause)a I'll 
takeRWk to the bus station. That should save some time. 
Joe (calming)a Just be back by seven--we got to leave by 
seven. liey, she's·not going to fit into the plan! 
Benny (seriously)a Yes, she willl 
Joe (anxiously)a How? 
Benny (hesitatingly)a I don't knowl I'll think of something 
on the way back. 
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As Benny leaves the room, the phone rings. 
(28) Interiora Joe's Livingroom, early evening. 
Benny enters from the bedroom,and Rick is standing and wait-
ing. 
Benny (hurriedly) a Let's go I 
Rick (surprised)• I thought Joe was giving me a ride! 
Benny (quickly)a He thinks it'll save time if I give you 
a ride. 
Rick (reluctantly)• Hey, wait a minuteS You going to see 
Liz? 
Benny (defensively)& What if I am? It's my life, isn't it? 
Rick (hesitatingly)& I just asked, that's all. Where's my 
bottle? 
(29) Interior& Joe's Bedroom, early evening. 
Joe is talking on the phone. 
Norm (quickly)a I found out who one of the dudes is. His 
name is Steve Mason--he's the one who went to school here 
a few years ago. 
Joe (hesitatingly)& I don't think he ever played football~ 
I never heard the name before. What about the other dude? 
Norm (dully)a Nothing's turned up on him yet. (pause): 
There's one other thing. Mason's from Lyleville. 
Joe (seriously)• I've heard of that town before. 
Norm (quickly)a Yeah, that's where all the richies live. 
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Joe (hesitatingly)a It's a suburb of the capital city. 
Benny went there once with Liz. (pause)a Oh, Godl 
Liz is from Lyleville, tooL 
Joe drops the phone and runs out of the room. 
(JO) Exteriora Outside Joe's apartment, early evening. 
Benny and Rick pull out of the driveway just as Joe's front 
door opens. Benny sees Joe, honks, and then speeds down the 
street. 
(Jl) Exteriora Outside the Randall house, early evening. 
Benny drives up into the drive way and stops. 
Rick (angrily)a You should've taken me to the bus station 
first-
Benny (quickly)a Just wait herel This won't take very long. 
Rick (loudly)a But I'll miss my busl 
Benny opens the door and gets out. 
Benny (hurriedly) a No, you won 'tl I·'ll drive I:W, fastl 
Benny walks to the front door and knocks. The door pushes 
open,and he walks in. 
(J2) Interior• Living room of the Randall .House, evening. 
Benny walks in and sees Liz sitting on the couch with the 
telephone receiver in her hand. 
Benny (anxiously)a Liz? Are you all right? 
Liz (surprised)a Bennyl I didn't think you would comel 
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Benny (hesitatingly)• Where's the party? You said you were 
at a party, so where is everybody? 
Liz (whispering)a Go ahe~d and leavel ~uick--I'll be all 
right I 
Benny (anxiously)a What are you talking about? I want to 
take you-
Liz (desperately)a No, I can't go--save yourself! I'll only 
get you in-
Benny (loudly)a I'm not leaving without you. You said you 
would kill yourself if I didn't come--
Liz (hurriedly)a There isn't time--just leavel 
Benny (angrily)a Stop itl I want to know what's going onl 
Liz looks toward an open package on the table and looks 
frightened. Benny walks to the table and picks up the pack-
age. 
Benny (hesitatingly)• Hell, Lizl This is skagl 
Liz (loudly)a I tried to warn you. 
Pete and Steve appear in the kitchen doorway. 
Benny (puzzled)• Liz? 
Steve (grinning)• You should have listened to her, Benny! 
(pause)a You've just tried to sell Miss Gray some 
heroin! 
Benny (angrily)• That's a liel 
Steve (continuing)• And we're agents. We were just checking 
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out a rumor , so the Feds weren't called in--
Benny (nervously)• You'll never get away with this. Liz 
is my witness. 
Steve (seriously)• No, she isn't. This was all her ideal 
Steve pulls Liz over to him. 
Benny (seriously)a Is this true, Liz? (pause)a You still 
won't make this stick--
Steve (sighing)a It's not suppose to stick. Ruin him, isn't 
that the idea, Liz? (pause)a And for the record, we've 
read you your rights--you don't have any1 
Benny (hesitatingly)• Why are you doing this? 
Steve (reluctantly)• I had to have a reason for getting her 
out of that place--you're responsible for her being in 
there, so-
Benny (interrupting)• You got her out? 
Steve (smiling)• Surprised? We're the only power on earth 
that could've gotten her out. We got her out, because 
we wanted to catch a big drug dealer in this area. And 
that's you1 
Benny (angrily) a Your voiceS You're the crazy phone caller! 
Steve (grinning) a Yeah. Just wanted to see you squirm. 
Benny (loudly) 1 You're sickl And you're sicker if you think 
I'm going to leave here with you. So you can forget the 
whole thing! 
Steve (angrily)• There are two of us and only one of you. 
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Benny turns to leave, and Steve takes out his revolver. 
Pete (excitedly): Steve, don't1 Put the gun away! We don't 
have to do this--let's call it quits and get out of here. 
Steve (angrily): What's the matter? You afraid of a little 
gun? You should be like our All-American football star 
turned hero. Guess neither of you ever saw anyone get shot! 
Pete (to Benny)a Look, Benny! I'm sorryl It's all a mistake--
Steve (angrily): Shut up! I'm not going to use it unless 
Benny makes me. 
Benny (angrily)a And I'm not leaving here with you! 
Pete (anxiously): I think he means it, Steve. What if you 
shoot him? 
Steve (grinning)a I'm an agent! He'll just be shot in the 
arm or leg while trying to escape--a drug dealer admitting 
guilt. 
Pete (anxiously) a But-
Steve (louder) a Shut upl 
Benny (firmly) & I'm leaving here-
Liz (interrupting) : And I'm going with you. 
Steve (angrily): Get away from him, Liz! 
Benny and Liz turn to leave, and Steve points the gun at Liz. 
Pete reaches out and pushes the gun up. Two shots are fired 
into the ceiling. 
Steve (angrily, to Pete): You little bastard! 
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Steve punches Pete in the face,and Pete reels backward. 
Benny is at the door and turns around. 
(JJ) Exterior& Benny's Ca~ evening. 
Rick hears the first two shots and jumps out of the car. he 
runs to the front door and sees Steve pointing the gun at Liz. 
Rick hears shouting and a shot, Then he sees Benny drop to 
his knees, holding his chest. Rick backs away from the door 





Interiora · The Randall Living room, evening. 
and Steve are holding Benny down. Liz is standing over 
in a daze. 
(hysterically) a You shot him and it's all my fault. You 
said you wouldn't hurt him-just ruin his life like he 
ruined mine. (pause)a He's going to diel 1 just know 
he willl 
Steve (anxiously)a No, he won't diel If he stops fighting--
Liz b.ends over Benny, and he stops struggling. Steve and Pete 
move away from them. 
Pete (hesitatingly)• Someone should call the police and an 
ambulance-
Steve (whispering)• We can't do thatl You t~ink 1 wanted to 
shoot him? 
Pete (angrily)a Yes, 1 dol 
Steve (seriously)a 1 didn't! But he made me do it. 1 
couldn't let her leave here with him. (pause)a 1 just 
went crazy for a second. 
Pete (emphatically)& Tell it to the police wh~n they get here. 
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Steve (nervously)a They'll put me under the jail--for murder. 
He's shot in the heart, and he'll probably diel 
Pete (hesitatingly)a It doesn't matter, you'll get off. You 
were an agent who shot a drug dealer. The bureau will 
back you up-
Steve (desperately)a No, they won't! The Bureau won't claim 
us in cases like this one--the Feds can get away with any-
thing, but we're not Feds. 
Pete (anxiously)a That means I'll serve two to seven years in 
prison as an accomplice. (pause)a You'll do all right 
in a mental institution--you'll be on the same funny 
farm with Liz. 
Steve (loudly)a There is only one way for us to get out of 
this mess. 
They move back to Liz and Benny. 
Liz (anxiously)a He's bleeding real badl Benny don't move-
Benny (angrily)a You'll never get away with thisl 
Liz (nervously)a Did you call the police and an ambulance? 
Steve (hesitatingly)a No, we didn'tl 
Liz (surprised)a He'll bleed to deathl 
Steve (seriously)a That all depends on you, Liz! I can't 
call the police and say I shot him. I'd go to jail for 
attempted murder. (pause)a But if you were to say you 
shot him-
Liz (shocked)• Me? I didn't shoot him--you didl 
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Steve (desperately): You'd get off free. No jury in the 
country would find you guilty of attempted murder. 
(pause)a They'd say you were defending yourself against 
this black brutel 
Benny (slowly)a Don't listen to him, Lizl (pause): You can 
call an ambulance. Rick's out in the car--he'll help--
Liz gets up to call, and ~teve grabs her by the wrists. 
Steve (quickly, to Pete)a See if there's anyone out there! 
Liz (loudly)a I'll never do itl 
Steve (hesitatingly)• Then Benny will lay there and bleed to 
death, and you'll be shipped back to the sanitorium! 
Pete (nervously)& There's no one out therel 
Benny (loudly)• I won't diel Somebody heard the shots and 
called the police. Maybe Rick--
Steve (seriously, to Liz)a Do you hear any sirens? How 
long ~pu think he can hold out? 
Liz (hurriedly)a I wouldn't know what to say! 
Steve (anxiously)• All you have to say is that you did it--
Here, take the gunl (pause)a You can make up a story 
about how it happened! 
Liz (nervously)• Will my picture be in all the papers? 
Steve (hesitatingly)• Surel All of them. 
Ron and Mary Randall, the owners of the house, walk in. 
Ron (surprised)• LizJ What happened? 
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Liz (hysterically)• I shot himl I didn't know what I was 
doing--he was like a mad-manl 
Benny (slowly)a No, she didn't--
Benny faints. 
(35) Interior& The Randall House, evening. 
Two ambulance attendance attendants take Benny away. Liz, 
Stev~ and Pete are standing near Officer Strike. 
Steve (anxiously)a I think she should wait until she has a 
lawyer present before--
Liz (interrupting)• It's all right, Stevel I'll just tell the 
truth. (pause)a I shot Benny Carter, Officer Strike! 
Strike (hesitatingly)& What was he doing here? 
Liz (slowly) a I don't know--he'd been bothering me all day, and 
last night he called me for the first time since we 
broke up four months ago. (pause)a I guess that's when 
it all started. 
Strike (seriously)• What did he want? 
Liz (reluctantly)• He wanted to get back together again. I 
finally agreed to meet him in the Union today at eleven. 
(pause)a He was wild even then--said he wanted me to go 
with him to Chicago or Canada. But I turned him down. 
Strike (quickly)• What was his reaction? 
Liz (anxiously)• He got furious--threatened to kill me if I 
didn't go with him. I got nervous, I mean real scared. 
Benny knocked my tray out of my hands and started slap-
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ping me around. Finally he pulled me outside. 
Strike (anxiously)• Were there any witnesses to this fight? 
Liz (hesitatingly): Six or seven people--and a friend of 
Benny's. Then there was a couple out by the fountain--
that's where he took me after he beat me up in the Union. 
Strike (seriously)a What happened out there? 
Liz (anxiously)• He talked--tried to convince me that it was 
better to go with him. I said I still wouldn't go. 
(pause)• He grabbed at me again, and I ran away from 
him. 
Strike (calmly)a Where'd you go after that? 
Liz (hysterically)• I went home. I was so scared he'd come 
over there that I called this man here--Steve Mason, a 
friend of mine. I asked him to meet me at a bar. He 
came and brought his gun. I put it in my purse. Then 
we came here to the Randall house--they were having a 
party. I didn't think he'd find me here--
Strike (anxiously): So, how did he get here? 
Liz (louder)a I don't know--maybe he was following me--l 
don't know. Anyway, he came, and he was wild--Oh, Godl 
I didn't know how to use the gun. (pause)a I told him 
to get out--to leave me alone, but he kept coming at me. 
I missed him the first two times, but he was so closel 
He just fell to his knees. 
She starts to cry. 
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{J6) Interior& Bus Station, evening. 
Rick is talking to Joe on the telephone. 
Rick (desperately)• What am I going to do, man? 
Joe (reluctantly)a Did anyone see you looking in the door? 
Rick (hesitatingly)a No, I don't think sol 
Joe (anxiously)a Then take your bottle, get on the bus, and--
Rick (interrupting)• I left the bottle in Benny's carl 
Joe (loudly)a Get on anywayl Benny's going to be all right. 
He'll straighten all this out later& 
(37) Interiora The Randall House, evening. 
Steve, Li~and Pete are standing together and talking. 
Steve (surprised)• You're doing just great, Lizzie. Where'd 
you learn to do that? 
Liz (slowly)a Do what? I just told the truth--I shot 
Benny! 
Steve (grinning, to Pete)a Relax! If she repeats that story 
often enough l!l1 start to believe it. 
Pete (firmly)a I won't! 
Officer Strike walks up to them. 
Strike (hesitatingly)• I just received word from the hospit-
al--Carter died a few minutes ago. 
Liz starts to cry again. 
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( ) Exteriora Outside the Courthouse, midmorning. 
Two months latera A large crowd of black men and women are 
standing on the steps. They are carrying large signs. 
Joe and Rick are standing in front of the crowd. A car 
pulls up, and Liz, her lawyer, and her parents get out. 
Liz (reading the signs)a 'Liz Gray is Guilty', 'Give her the 
chair', Give her what she gave Benny'--
They. walk into the building. 
Words across the screena Liz Gray was found not guilty of 
murder in the second degree on August 2, 1972. 
